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IlJTRODUCTION 
In 1965, more than 35,465,000 children aged 5-14 years 
attended our nations schools (18). During the nine months 
when school was ~n session they spent most of their waking 
hours in school related activities. Because our youth are 
involved with the school so closely and for such an extended 
period of their lives it is only natural tha t our schools 
should be concerned with th~ students safety. 
The Nat ional Safety Council reports that in the school 
year ending June, 1965, there were 73,000 school jurisdic-
tional accidents involving these children. Of these, 7,400 
resulted in a death, while many more left the youth permanent-
ly disabled. 
Besides the loss of life there was a loss of time from 
school. In an a ge when our youth have much to learn in prepa-
ration for further education of their future job, they can 
little afford to be away from school. 
The National Safety Council reports that, "An estimated 
2,200,000 school days are lost annually due to accidents, the 
equivalent of more than 12,000 student school years" (18, p 
89). 
The Public Health Servi ce estimates there 11 ••• were about 
13 million days lost from school during the year as a result 
of injuries and their sequelae 11 (25, p 10). Stated another 
way, "If 180 days e.re used as the length of the school year, 
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an average of about 72,000 children were away from school 
each day of the school year because of injuries" (25, p 10). 
. Differences in the definitions used by NHS and 
NSC will,· of course, produce different injury totals. 
However, the similarity in the definition of the NHS 
bed disabling injury and in the NSC disabling injury, 
and similarities in the totals for these categories, 
supports the belief that both the NHS and NSC figures 
reflect with reasonable accuracy the injuries meeting 
their respective definitions (18, p 2). 
We find by ~ooking at accident statistics that accidents 
are the leading cause of death for school age youth. 11Acci-
dents are now the leading threat to the lives of young people. 
In ages 15-24 the ages of high school students and young 
workers and homemakers - they are responsible for mo r v fatal-
ities than all other causes combined. And the injuries far 
outnumber the deaths. The suffering, expense, and loss of 
time which result. call out for preventive acti.on 11 (15, p 6). 
The high school years would at first glance seem filled 
with many dangers for the teenager " ••• goes out nights, he 
travels away from home, participates in many sports and com-
petitive athletics, and beginning to drive an automobile 11 (21, 
p 198). While he was in elementary school he faced dangers 
also. "Children in the elementary school ride bicycles, learn 
to swim, go camping, coast and skate in the winter months, 
cross dangerous streets, play on playgrounds, go on hikes, 
and perform dozens of other activities. They should have 
instruction to prepare them to meet dangers in these activi-
ties" (21, p 18.3). 
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It is assumed that if a person learns to live safely 
through education, he will live a safer life not only in 
school~ but throughout his adult life. Educators are aware 
of the great value of safety and the development of safe 
habits in today 's youth. 11 They are also increasingly aware 
that Safety is the product of good education rather than of 
simple good fort1:ne 11 (15, p 6). 
Though the bas ic idea ls of how to be a safety minded 
person have not changed much , the world in which we live is 
changing rapidly every day. In our modern way of life w~ny 
new hazards to life and limb are created each year. Many of 
these are not known or were of less danger a few generations 
ago. 
These hazards are so great , the technics of 
meeting them are so complicated, and the intellec-
tual and emotional preparation ne eded for living 
satisfactorily among them is so extensive that the 
problem of safety has emerged as one of the major 
problems of our civilization. The home can no longer 
handle it unaided. The community and the school must 
each assume a share of the responsibility, and the 
school must add Safety to the other activities that 
help children to live more effec~ively. It is to 
the school particularly that we must look for the 
development of the knowledge, the attitudes, the 
habits and the skills that are necessary if we are 
to live with reasonable safety in the modern world 
(la, p 9). 
The subj e ct of safety is as ~mportant or even more 
important to our youth than some things taught in our school 
systems. 
"Safety enables us to chose between experiences 
that are unprodu ctive , absurd, and even stupid and 
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tho se that enrich our life, make it intere sting a n d 
worthwhile. Thus it is safet;>r that informs man of 
the most proper choice possible ; it is the driving 
forc e that makes the selection of a better e xperi-
ence imperative. Safety makes for more and greater 
adventures by constantly increas ing the number of 
pos s ible good adventures 11 (21, p JJ). 
"Saf ety involves basically, kn c :ledge of 
Safety Education . This knowledge, begun in the 
early for mative years of life , increases and grows 
on throug h the formalized per iod of the educational 
process 11 (19, p 42). 
It can readily b e seen there is a need to teach safety 
in our schools, but how are the schools doing this? Is safety 
education considered important enoug h to be included in the 
general school curriculum? Could most school administrators 
answer these questions: "Have you examined the accident 
situation in your school? Are there complete accident 
reports? Do you use a report form? How does your record 
compare with other schools? With local industries where 
safety is constantly stressed? What kinds of accidents occur 
in your school? 1tlha t efforts are made to prevent them? Are 
students a1·1are of the impact accident prevention can have on 
their future lives - on their careers, families, and leisure 
enjoyment?"(l5, p 6). 
Statement of Problem 
This study has sought to point up areas in safety educa-
tion, the accident record systems, general safety condition 
within schools and accident involvement in the Industrial 
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Arts shop classes needing further attention, t hus providing 
teachers and supervisors with a ba sis fr om which to build a 
comprehensive ·safety program in high school. Special e mpf1a-
sis has been directed towards I ndustrial Arts accident pre-
vention . 
Obj ectives 
The obj e c tives of this study are as follow~ : 
1). Determine the extsnt to which Safety Education is 
a part of the total school program in selected high schools 
in Iowa and Illin ois. 
2). Determine the incidence of accidents within the 
Industrial Arts classes within the selected high schools. 
J). Analyze t he Industrial Arts accident problem with 
regard to: 
Hour of day 
Day of week 
Month 
Machine 
Hand tool 
Subject area 
Age 
Grade level 
Before and after holidays 
I.Q. of student 
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REVIEW OF LITEHATURE 
For the purpose of this study both the areas of safety 
education and industrial arts were reviewed. 
Since the .origina l topic ha d been suggested by Dr. W. P. 
Hughes, former Director of the School and College Department, 
of the National Safety Council, his doctoral dissertation was 
examined. The purpose of his study was (8): 
111. Determine the pres~nt safety conditions and prac-
tices in the Industrial Arts and Vocational Shop of the 
secondary schools. 
2. Determine present status of the shop safety program 
~n the teacher train ing institutions. 
3. Analyze the attitudes of the directors of these 
institutions towa rd the various factors involved in school 
shop safety. 
4. Formulate recommendations for more effective teacher-
training programs for prospective teachers" (8, p 6) . 
Hughes (8) gathered toge ther most.maj or papers concerning 
the Industrial Arts shop accidents. 
His dissertation provided insight into the type and scope 
of work previously completed in this field, up to the time of 
his study. Hughes ' findings are discussed on page 10. 
The Cressman study (8, p 9) used 1,041 reported school 
shop accidents from 153 school districts in Pennsylvania for 
the school year ending June 30, 1934. It ws.s found tha t 96 
7 
percent of the cases studied received first aid in the school 
shop. It thus was implied that there wa s a need for proper 
first aid training and supplies in the shopa 
This study found the greatest number of accidents occur-
ring around ten A.M. and again around two P.M. Students most 
often involved in accidents were the fifteen and sixteen year 
olds. The most accidents reported were in the month of May. 
Crowded shops, inadequately equipped shops, inadequately 
lighted shops, and shops not well kept, (in order of fre-
quency) were either the cause, or a factor in most acc·idents 
reported. 
Hornung (cited in 8, p 15), studying accidents in 160 
cities throughout twenty states for the school year 1933-1934, 
"••• found a total of 1,915 accidents, of which 1,587 were 
caused by hand tools. Although none of the accidents were 
serious enough to result in the loss of some part of the body, 
298 required the services of a physician". 
Though a majority of stops were equipped with first aid 
cabinets, 60 percent were reported to be kept in no better 
than 'fair' condition. 
Hornung concludes 11 ••• tha.t no concerted effort is being 
made to attack the safety problem and proposes a program for 
the school shop based on industrial practices." 
In a study of 252 industrial arts shops in Iowa, Judy 
(cited in 8, p 19) studied the location, causes, and nature 
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of school shop accidents and injuries. Two of his conclu-
sions relate to the present study: 
Ther~ is a definite need for instruction 
relating to the sa fe use of the following hand 
tools: a) wood chisels, b) hand saws, c) knives, 
d) planes, e) hammers. 
There is a definite need for instruction 
relative to the safe use of the following machine 
tools: a) jointers , b) circular saws , c) band 
saws. It is not to be inferred from the fore-
going that the many other tools and ma chines are 
not dangerous, but from the results shown in the 
study the above mentioned are causing the larger 
percentage of school-shop accidents (13, p 269). 
Keck (cited in 8, p 21) studied 702 accidents in 122 Ohio 
and Pensylvania schools, to find out the type of injuries 
occurring; 11 ••• to ascertain the primary and contributing 
causes of accidents; to determine the relationship between 
intelligence, age, grade, shop experience, time of day, month 
of year, and accident". Hughes summarizes thus (8, p 21): 
The study showed that less than 50 per cent 
of the accidents were caused by machine, but that 
machine accidents were usually more serious. 
Hazards in the wood shop were greater than those 
in other shops. Accidents due to mechanical 
faults were in the minority. 
Because of insufficient data, Keck was unable 
to show any relationship between intelligence and 
accidents. Accidents susceptibility was found to 
decrease with experience. Only a slight relation-
ship between the age and grade of the casualties 
and accidents was found. The time of day and month 
of year likewise showed little relationship . 
Pitcher (cited in 8, p 23) approached the accident prob-
lem from a different angle. He " • •• attempted to determine how 
much emphasis is placed on safety work in the school shop" . 
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Safety instruction is generally thought to be more a part of 
the industri al arts program than of other academic areas. 
Pitche:r sta t es , "Judging from the lack of response in some 
cases and the na ture of the response in others, interest in 
the safety problem seems to be lacking in many of the second-
ary schools". He indica tes some typical methods in which 
safety instruction was presented in the shop. These were: 
" ••• instruction sheets, posters , examina tions, and per sona l 
demonstrati ons with 'follow~up ' t ests. In eighty-nine of the 
124 schools, safety instruction was placed on a pa r with the 
various fundamentals of shop work. In some cases, safety 
in the shop was placed above all other shop instruction in 
importance ". 
He concludes. tha t there should be more "emphasis on the 
teaching of safety, a complete record system of all accidents, 
and adequa te first-aid attention to all injuries". 
In a study of JOO shops in ten middle west states, 
Schaude (cited in 8, p 25) surveyed the kind, number and 
causes of shop accidents, and the na ture and extent of first-
aid practices. 
He found 766 accidents occurring in the school year 
1936-1937. Of these 510 were caused by hand tools while 256 
involved machines. Loss of some part of the body resulted 
in thirty-three of these accidents. 
It was found t ha t " ••• only 36 per cent of the schools 
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reporting employed a school nurse. The largest number of 
injuries were given first-aid treatment by the instructor'' 
( 8, p 26). 
After revi ewing the foregoing studies and others, Hughes 
(8) compared the fi nding s of these studies. He (8, p 50) 
combined the records of several studies concerned with the 
day of the week upon which the accident occurred. The in-
for mation was presented in the following table: 
Table 1. Frequency of accidents by day of week (8, p 50) 
Day 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Number of accidents 
250 
271 
302 
295 
2.30 
1 
Per cent 
18.5 
20.l 
22.4 
21.8 
17.1 
.1 
"Thus the combined picture is similar to the individual 
records, with Wednesday having the highest frequency, and with 
a gradual tapering off to both ends of the week" (8, p 50). 
Hughes reported the combined totals of several studies 
regarding time of accidents. The results showed 1209 acci-
dents occurred in the morning, while 8.39 occurred in the 
afternoon . 
It can be seen from his table that ten o'clock and two 
o'clock seem to have the highest accident frequency. 
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Table 2. Frequency of accidents by time of day ( 8' p 47) 
Number of 
Time accidents Per c ent 
8- 9 a.m. 60 2 
9-10 a.m. 234 11 
10- 11 a.m. 425 27 
11-12 a.m. 362 18 
12- 1 p. m. 104 5 
1- 2 p.m. 199 10 
2- 3 p.m. 376 13 
3- 4 p.m. 185 9 
4- 5 p.m. 41 2 
-· 
Hughes noted that these combined results agree quite 
generally with each of the individual studies. 
Data from several studies were combined with respect to 
accident frequency by month of the year. The information was 
presented in the following table: 
Table J. Frequency of accidents by month of year (8, p 55) 
Month Number of Per cent 
accidents 
September 96 4 
October 261 12 
November 249 11 
December 195 9 
January 256 12 
February 196 9 
March 262 12 
April 277 13 
May 282 13 
June 109 _5_ 
Total 2183 100 
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11 I n general, school shop accidents tend to vary 
as the school year progre sses. September and June 
have the lowest reported number. This i s explained 
by the fact that t hese months ha ve the fewest number 
of days in attendance. Another factor offered as an 
explanation for the low September rate is the simpli-
city of work done at the beginning of a course . A 
thi rd explanation for this low rate j_n September is 
that more stress is given to instructi on in accident 
prevention at the beginning of the year. 11 (8, p 55) 
With regard to accident involvement by age of student, 
_. 
the combining of several studies produced the following 
re sults. (8, p 59) 
Table 4. FreQuency of accident by age of student 
Age Number of Per cent 
accidents 
10 2 .1 
11 lJ .8 
12 42 2.5 
lJ 110 6.6 
14 208 12.4 
15 J82 . 22.8 
16 J61 21.5 
17 JOl 17.8 
18 169 10.l 
19 58 J.5 
20 17 1.0 
21-2z 15 .9 
Totals 1678 100.0 
Hughes commented on the higher accident involvement of 
the four teen through sixteen year old group . "Students 
usually start using machines sometime during the fourteen-
sixteen age period. This factor may have an important bearing 
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upon the sudden and marked. rise at this time" (8, p 59). 
The frequency of accidents by grade also r epresents a 
combining of several studies. It is noted that 11 ••• the trend 
of shop accidents by grades corresponds t o a marked degree 
with the trend of ' all-school ' accidents by grad.es 11 (8, p 63). 
These data were presented in the following t a ble: 
Table 5. Frequency of accident by grade of student (8, p 63) 
When several studies concerning where accidents happen 
were combined, Hughes (8, p 69) found that the wood shop, 
followed closely by metals shop, were the two areas where the 
most accidents happened. 
In the areas of tools and machines involved, the combined 
records of many studies showed the chisel and wood lathe to be 
the leading cause in each category. The following is a partial 
summ...qry of the two tables Q.evelope d by Hughes (8, p 76 and 
p 82): 
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Table 6. Frequency of accidents by tool s and machines 
. Frequ ency of accidents by: 
Hand tool Machine tool 
tool 
chise l 
saw 
knife 
plane 
screw driver 
soldering iron 
hack saw 
fil e 
drill bit 
number of 
accidents 
1123 
315 
203 
125 
93 
51 
JO 
29 
14 
machine 
lathe ( wood ) 
jointer 
circular saw 
band saw 
grinder 
power drill 
sander 
lathe ( machine ) 
printing press 
number of 
accidents 
283 
271 
214 
171 
116 
40 
21 
15 
16 
Hughes indicates that "The jointer and circular saw are 
the two most dangerous machines in the school shop. This fact 
is very significant because these two machines are usually 
found wherever shop courses are offered". (8, p 83) 
When eight studies were combined by Hughes (8, p 84), the 
number of accidents caused by hand tools was found to be 3440. 
This represents over twice the number caused by machines, 
which was 1393. 
Hughes found only two studies which tried to establish 
some relationship between intelligence and distribution of 
accidents. Neither study showed any real relationship. Al-
though one study did show a somewhat higher accident involve-
ment for those with lower intelligence, the findings were not 
very conclusive. Other differences, such as exposure, were 
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not sufficiently controlled to yield significant results. 
Data from several studi e s were combined to show parts of 
the body most frequ ently involved in accidents. Hughes' (8, 
p 113) summary table is shown: 
Table 7. Parts of body most frequ ently injured in school 
shop accidents 
Part of body- Number Per cent 
Finger or thumb 886 54.4 
Hand 420 25.9 
Head 98 6.o 
Arm, shoulder 70 4.3 
Foot 49 3.0 
Leg 34 2.1 
Eye 34 2.1 
Face 20 1.3 
Trunk 16 .9 
Totals 1627 lOOoO 
"Finger , thumb , and hand injurie s ••• are in most ca ses 
the result of cuts" {8, p 113). 
"One point of especial i nterest in body injuries is the 
re la ti ve frequency of injuries to the eye £!.. ':: compared with 
other parts of the body excepting the hand, thumb, and fingers" 
(8, p 113). 
Stone (22) found in a study of 112 instructors in Iowa 
schools, 1952-53 , that the auto shop was the most hazardous 
area, having 7.33 accidents per shop. The wood shop ranked 
second with 2.07 average accidents-per-shop. 
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Of a total of 248 accidents reported 51 per cent were 
caused by hand tools, 27i per cent by power tools, 18 per cent 
by material handling and the rema ining 3~ per cent by falls or 
other causes . In order of frequency the following hand tools 
were listed as causing the most accidents: chisel , saw, screw 
driver, and hammer. Power tools most involved were the circu-
lar saw and meta~ l athe . 
In opposition to most other studies reviewed, Stone (22, 
p 37) found noon and 4:00 P.M. as the times vrith the highest 
accident frequency. 
Beguhn (2) conducted a study of shop safety in the state 
of Maryland for the school year 1942-43. 
11 The study was conducted for a three-fold purpose: 1) 
to determine the number of accidents, 2) to determine the kind 
of accidents, and 3) to propose accident report forms that 
could be used in connection with any accident which might 
occur" (2, p 39). 
This study was limited to industrial arts wood, metal, 
electrical, and printing shops, Beguhn (2, p 41) concluded 
that: 
-"The industrial arts teachers need a more specific 
program for safety education. 
- Few of the schools have adequate accident report 
forms." 
Of sixty-three schools questioned only three had a school 
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nurse, and in only one case were all cases reported to her. 
Beguhn made several recommendations which pertain to the 
present study (2 , p 42): 
111) That a further study be made to determine 
whether the distribution of accidents among the 
four types of shops has changed . 
2) That more studies be made to determj_ne the 
cause of accidents in order to set up a more 
objective basis for accident prevention. 
3) That all schools should have accident report 
forms, prefera bly standardized, so that comparative 
data within a state or states would be available. 
Studies concerned with general safety education also 
were reviewedo 
Elmore (4) listed eleven areas of safety education. This 
list was compiled from the book, Safety Education, by Florio 
and Stafford (5, pp 119-307): 
111) Pedestrian Safety (including play ground) 
2) Bicycle Safety 
3) Health Safeguarding 
4) Home Safety 
5) Fire Prevention and Safety 
6) Physical Education and Games 
7) First Aid 
8) Driver Education and Driver Training 
9) Vocational Safety 
10) Farm Safety 
11) Recreation and Leisure Time Safety'' (4, p 12). 
As can be seen from this listing, some areas are best 
suited to being taught in elementary grades , some in secondary 
schools, and most can be adopted to suit both levels. 
11As students progress through the various 
departmental stages from elementary to secondary 
school, their power to generalize from specific 
fact increases. Further, secondary students 
engage in a greater diversity of activities . 
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They continue to, so that accident rates increase 
through grade levels and accidents occur in a 
greater variety of activities and situations as 
age increases. Yet, most of the safety context 
at the secondary level is of a specific nature. 
There is a need at the secondary level for a 
revision qf safety content to assist students in 
making the transition from specific safety content 
to the development of safety concepts. Secondary 
students would then be better able to generalize their 
safety knowledge from activity to activity, situation 
to situation ••• 11 (4, p 27). 
Most writers agree on the need for safety ~ducation but 
not on how it should be taught, -- as a separate subject, or 
included as a part of all other subjects. 
The American Association of School Administrators say 
• • • the school curriculum is already so overcrowded that it II 
is unwise to introduce a new subject. Furthermore, safety 
relates itself so naturally and effectively to the various 
subjects in the curriculum, and to the activities of the school 
that there is no need for a senarate course" (la, p 27). 
No matter whether it is a separate subject or an integral 
part of the whole school program , safety education should be 
taught from the beginning of one educational experience to its 
termination. 
"According to the basic principles found in Safet;x: ~-
tion for Teachers: ~ Guide for Colle~~ Instructors of Safet~ , 
the following principles may serve as starting potnts for a 
school safety program : 
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1. The numerous dangers inherent in our modern 
way of life make safety education ah essential part 
of the school curriculum. 
2. A safety program should serve the general 
purposes of education--the development of individual 
potentialities and the promotion of democratic 
behavior. 
3. All teachers, administrators~ and other 
staff members should be responsible for safety edu-
cation, which should permeate the entire school 
program, and. their own attitudes and habits should 
exemplify the best safety practices. 
4. By providing day- by-day experiences in 
safe living , the program should help the child 
develop desira ble habits and attitudes that will 
serve him throughout life. It should teach him 
not only to live safely in his present environment 
but to meet emergencies as they occur and to solve 
the safety problems that arise with new situations. 
5. Safety education should be positive rather 
than negative; it should foster wholesome reactions, 
not instill fear and develop timidity. The teacher 
must make sure, however, that the child does not 
confuse courage with foolhardiness. 
6. Safety education should develop social 
awarene ss and social responsibility. 
7. The program should stress the most per-
tinent problems of the group, but no one area of 
safety should recei~e undue emphasis at the expense 
of others. 
8. Although the school should develop its own 
safety program , outside agencies should be encouraged 
to supplement it, and an attempt should be made to 
coordinate the efforts of all who participate in 
educating the child for safe living-- teachers, 
parents, and other interested members of the com-
muni ty.11 (19, p 22-23) 
When Elmore studied Iowa high schools of 300-1000 enroll-
ment he drew the following conclusions about safety education 
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in Iowa (4, p 42): 
1) The typical Iowa school does not have an 
adequate $afety Education program. 
2) Schools have a higher accident rate than 
industry. 
3) School accidents can be reduced by giving 
proper attention to the needs of students for 
proper training in matters pertaining to 
personal safety. 
4) It is the responsibility of school administra-
tors and teachers to provide adequate instruction 
in Safety Edµcation for all students beginning in 
the elementary grades and continuing through high 
school. 
5) The school curriculum offers the best opportun-
1 ty for education in safety. 
6) Well planned safety units are available at 
reasonable rates for the teaching of safety in 
school systems. 
Safety also includes the environment in which learning 
takes placeo •• 11School administrators and tea chers can no 
longer remain indi.f f erent to the safe environment of the 
student attending this school under their supervision." 
(20, p 130). 
The present research was at first conceived to study 
the shop area, but was expanded to encompass the whole of 
safety education in the secondary scho6ls. The worth of the 
study could be enhanced with this conclusion. Dr. Hughes 
expressed his feelings on the need for a study of this type 
in a personal interview at the National Safety Council in 
May 1966. 
"All of these things have been reported in previous 
studies all dating back 20 to 30 years. The virtue of this 
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study would be to d etermine whethe r there is need today to 
find out if the situation today is similar to the situation 
of 20 to JO years ago. 
A comparis on is, in my opinion, worthwh ile and needed. 111 
lHughes, W. P., Director, School and College Department, 
National Safety Coun cil, Chicago, Illinois. Suggested topic 
for school sho~ safety research. Private communication. 
[May 16, 1966.j 
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METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
Definition of Terms 
The following are definitions of terms used in the 
investigation and writing of this study. Through reviewing 
other studies in this field, and conferring with those persons 
supplying accident data, the need to define terms became evi-
.• 
dent. One difficulty arose over the schools' interpretation 
of 11accident 11 • Each school; and probably each t ea cher , had 
somewhat different definitions, thus where an 11accident 11 was 
reported in one situation, it might not have been considered 
as such in another school. While some schools reported only 
those requiring medical attention, others reported every 
scratch. Safety ~xperts feel there is real value in report-
ing every accident, no matter how slight. "Even when there 
is no injury, warning signs often crop up with shocking 
clarity in near-accidents to point the way for prevention". 
(15, p 7) 
A good system of accident accounting may help reduce the 
rate of future accidents, or prevent many major ones, by pin-
pointing problem areas. 
1.) Accident: '~n unplanned act or event resulting in 
injury or death to persons or damage to property." (2J, p 4) 
2.) Industrial arts education: Instructional shopwork 
of a non-vocational type which provides general educational 
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experiences centered around the industrial and techn ica l 
aspects of life today (lb, p 5). 
3 .·) Injury: ' Physica l harm or damage to a person. 
4. ) "Safety educ.a ti on is the art of cul ti va ting those 
knowledges , skills and attitudes that make for s a fety. 11 (20, 
p 21) 
5.) School jurisdictio~: Includes all time spent, in 
buildings, or on grounds, or on special activities, plus 
going to and from school (5). 
Sources of Data 
It was determined tha t the most econ omical or feasible 
way to gather the necessary da ta on school safety programs 
and safety education , would be through the use of a question-
naire. The questionnaire , along with a letter of transmittal, 
was sent to 180 schools. In addition to the information 
solicited in the questionnaire, two specific requests were 
made of the schools: 
1) permission to use school shop accident reports for 
the in- depth phase of the study , and 
2) a sample of the accident report form in use in that 
school. 
An indication of willingness to allow use of school 
records became one of the criteria for selection of a par-
ticular school for a visitation in connection with the shop 
accident phase of the study. 
On examination of the accident reports during the visita-
tion, it was found that the treatment of these reports va ried 
considerably from school to school. While in some schools the 
nurse kept all repor t for ms , other systems filed them in the 
students 1 cumul ative or health folder. 'l'he speed of filing or 
length of time kept also varied.. 
While a few flChools kept weekly, monthly and yearly sum-
mary shee ts, others simply kept the report forms in a folder 
with little or no tabulation. 
Records were found in numerous locations. Most were 
found in the health service, but other locations were the 
business manager's office, office of the sa fety coordinator, 
or the main office. 
Development of the Questio~naire 
The objective of the questionnaire was two-fold: to 
gather data, and to aid in the selection of those schools to 
be included in the in-depth study. The latter was to be 
accomplished by an examina tion of the number of shop accidents 
reported and the answer to the question on willingness to 
cooperate in the study. 
Before developing the questionnaire, several others were 
examined. The style, organization, format and type of ques-
tion used were noted. Two of these questionnaires proved to 
·. . T 
\'.:. 
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b e well suited for the type of data to be gathered. These 
were developed for use in master theses by Cross {J) and 
Throckmorton (.24). 
It was felt that a short, simple-to-ans wer one-page 
questionnaire would be better received ancl produce a higher 
rate of return. Each questi on was thus as br ief as pos s ible. 
Nearly all quest\ons were to be answered either by checking 
the appropr iate square or by supplying the corre ct number to 
compl ete the statement. In a few questions , spa ce was left 
for a shor t answer if needed to clar ify some particular point. 
The quest i onnaire covered such areas as driver education, 
fire safety, s~hool accidents, treatment of injuries, school 
safety equi pment , transportation of handicapped , school main-
tenance, and school policy. 
The questions were developed, sorted according to problem 
area, and then arranged for best fit on the sheet. The ori-
ginal copy was typed using I. B. M. executive type, on one 
side of 12" by 20" sheet of paper. This sheet was then photo 
reduced to 8! 11 by 14 11 size onto a multilith plate. This plate 
then was used to run off the required number of questionnaires. 
A copy of this questionnaire is included in the appendix. 
Selection of Recipients 
It was determined that one state alone might not provide 
enough balanced accident data. Thus the two states of Iowa 
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and Illinois were selected because of the convenience of 
travel for data collection . Two ma jor geographic areas were 
chosen; one iri each state. 
The Iowa sample was taken from an area within a 60 mile 
radius of Iowa State University. 'i'he area studied in Illi'nois 
consi sted of six counties in the northeastern portion of the 
state. These were Lake, Cook, ( excludine Chicago proper), 
McHenry, Kane, Du Page and Will countie s . An additional 
minor area was included, loca ted on the Iowa-Illinois border 
around the cities of Rock Island, Davenport and Moline. A 
few of the l arger schools in Iowa also were included although 
they did not fall in any of the above sample areas . Because 
of the personal visit planned in conjunction with the indus-
trial arts accident portion of the study, it lras economically 
feasible to visit those areas close to my home town , school, 
or brother's residence. 
Only schools that offered industrial arts programs were 
selected to receive quentionnaires. Some schools were ex-
cluded because of their extremely small enrollment, while 
others with more than 600 students were included even though 
they did not fall within the three selected geographi c areas. 
Using these selection criteria, 180 schools received the 
safety quentionnaires, of which 110 were in Iowa, with the 
remaining 70 in Illinois. 
'I'he letter of transmittal, questionnaire, and self-
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addressed envelope were sent to the administrative head of 
each of the selected schools. In most cases, this person was 
the principal, although a few letters were sent to superin-
tendents. The latter usually occurred when more than one 
secondary school was located in a particular city. '11he names 
and addresses were obtained from the Iowa Educational Direc-
tory (10) and the Directory of Illinois Schools (9). 
Schools to be visited were selected from those returning 
the questionnaire. This selection was based upon willingness 
to participate, plus an affirmative reply to the question, and 
some indication that I would be able to obta in useful data. 
If it were indicated that a school kept shop accident records, 
and either some industrial arts accidents were reported, or a 
large number of accidents were indicated for the school as a 
whole, the school was selected to be visited. The number of 
schools actually included in visitation s were thirteen in 
Iowa and twenty-four in Illinois. 
Several schools originally selected yielded no data 
because of the ·way in which accident reports were filed. In 
such cases, it was found that the accident reports were put 
in the students' health or cumulative folders soon after they 
were completed . No other cross-records could be found to 
obtain the names of students having accidents in the shop 
area, and it was impractical to underta.~e search of the entire 
cumulative record system. It was decided to drop these 
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schools rather than undertake such a time.vconsuming task 
which might or might not yield significant results. 
Procurement of Responses 
Out~~ of .maili1:h~. ~ 
Responses were received from 129 of the 180 schools con-
tacted. This represented a 71.7 per cent return. Of those 
questionnaires returned, a total of sixty-three indicated 
willingness to allow their records to be used in the study. 
This affirmative answer represented 35 per cent of the total 
returns. The rema ining J6.6 per cent or sixty-six answers, 
were negative. These schools thus were not considered in the 
second phase of the research. In the second phase of this 
study, thirty-seven schools were visited. This is 20.6 per 
cent of the population queried. 
Questionnaires were sent to seventy schools in Illinois. 
This represents J8.9 per cent of the total number sent. Re-
turns were received from fifty-four schools, or approximately 
77.1 per cent of those Illinois schools contacted. An affirm-
ative answer was indicated in 52.9 per cent or thirty-seven 
schools. The remaining seventeen schools representing 24.J 
per cent of the Illinois returns, answered. with a negative 
reply. A total of twenty-four schools were selected and 
visited in connection with the in-depth study of shop acci-
dent s. These schools represented 64.9 per cent of the 
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affirmative returns from Illinois, and J8.8 per cent of the 
total affirmative returns. 
Irt Iowa, 110 schools, 61.1 per cent of the total sent, 
were selected to receive quentionna ires. Of this number 
seventy-five questionnaires were returned, or approximately 
68.2 per cent cf those sent to Iowa schools. An affirmative 
answer was indicated in twenty-sixp or 23.6 per cent of the 
Iowa cases. The remaining forty-nine, or 44.5 per cent of 
the Iowa replies gave a negative answer. 
Thirteen schools were selected from the affirmative 
group and visited. This is 20.6 per cent of the total affirm-
ative replies, and 50 per cent of the Iowa affirmative replies. 
'l'he foregoing j_nforrna ti on is condensed in '11able 8. 
Due to a cle~ical error, several schools were not 
included in the original mailing. In a few cases, it was 
found to be impossible to determine if the school had, or had 
not been included in this first mailing. For this reason, it 
was decided to send out follow-up letters on March 21, 1967. 
This second letter covered all doubtfui cases . In this mail-
ing, a letter of transmittal, questionnaire and return envel-
ope again were included. It further asked for cooperation in 
the study by the return of the enclosed questionnaire unless 
one had been returned previously. 
Examples of the questionnaire, origina l letter of trans-
mittal and the follow-up letter are included in the appendixo 
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Collection and Treatment of Data 
When the 180 original questionnaires were mailed, an 
attempt was made to explain the purpose and scope of the 
study. The letter of transmittal was sent on departmental 
stationery , with an :indication of the departments under whose 
auspices the investi gation was conducted. The letter was 
signed by the researcher. 
The original Jetter wa~ duplicated by the multilith 
process. The name of the recipient then was typed on each 
letter and on the mailing envelope. 
The original mailings began on February 13, 1967 and con-
tinued until all correspondence had been sent. 
A second mailing to those schools not yet responding 
occurred on r•:arch 10, 1967. This letter also was duplicated 
by multilith process on departmental stationery. A second 
copy of the original letter of transmittal was included, as 
explained. Both letters were addressed to the head of each 
school, and signed by the researcher • . 
Upon its return, the questionnaire was placed in either 
an affirmative folder, or a negative folder, depending upon 
the indication of willingness to coopera te in the second phase 
of the study. The results were tabula ted from all question-
naires returned. A discussion and analysiE of these findings 
is included in the next chapter . 
Report s from those schools which indicated willingness to 
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allow school shop accident repor~s to be examined by the re-
searcher, were reexamined. Twenty-five schools were selected 
as most likely to have valuable accident informati on. On 
March 24, 1967, these schools were sent a l etter concerning 
the second phase of the study. TM.s let ter was directed to 
the person who recel.ved the original letter and questionnaire . 
It was a multili·~J1ed copy, as before . rrhis letter thanked 
the person responsible for the school's cooperat ion and will-
ingness to participate j_n the in- depth study of shop accidents. 
It explained the type of informa tion des:tred for this phase 
and promised that all j_nformat ion would be coded and confiden-
tial. A self-addressed post card to facilitate the visitation 
was included. This card contained spa ce to indicate the name 
of the person to b e conta cted in the school for the procure-
ment of the needed information. The signature of the princi-
pal or superintendent was to indicate that this person, or 
persons, authorized the school to cooperate with the research-
er. 
After visiting these twenty-five schools, time remained 
to conduct twelve additional visits. Unfortunately, time did 
not permit mailing these schools the last letter and post card 
before the time of the visitation. For this reason, these 
schools were either visited unannounced or by telephone 
appointment. 
Most schools were very cooperative, although some had 
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school policies which prevented inte l ligence quotients fro m 
being obtained. Others did not have this informa tion. In 
a fe w schools, accident reports were fil ed in such a way as 
to make them almost impossible to use. This occurre d when 
accident report forms were placed in the student 's hea lth 
folders or cumulative folderss or when only the insurance 
company kept r ecords. 
Treatment and e.nalysis of the 527 accidents collected 
are discussed in the following chapter . 
Examples of all corre spondence sent appear in the appen-
dix. 
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FIHDINGS 
Questionnaire 
The following informa tion was gathered from the 129 
questionnaires ·returned. Answers to all of the items were 
not completed by each school, thus some items will show less 
than 129 total answers . Other questions required multiple 
answers and. may show totals greater than 129$ 
Faculty size, indicated by the number of teachers on the 
reporting school's staffs ranged from 616 to 22, with the mean 
staff size being 105~ 
Each school was asked if shop accident records were kept. 
Sixty-five answered affirmatively; this was 53.3 percent of 
those responding. Fifty-seven schools answered 11no", while 
seven schools did not reply to the question. 
When asked if school records could be examined for use in 
the study, sixty-three replied favorably, as reported pre-
viously in this study, the remaining 60 either answered "no" 
or left this question blank. The twenty-five blank replies 
were treated as negative answers. 
All of the reporting schools offered driver education. 
Of these only thirty-eight, or 30.6 percent, used simulators 
in their program. The types used were as follows: 
Aetna 10 
All-State 4 
Mobile units, unidentified 1 
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Most schools used loaned cars. Seventy-nine schools 
reported having a total of 293 cars on loan during the school 
year, and nine additional cars were on summer loan in five of 
the se schools. Sixteen additional schools reported that they 
u sed loaned cars, but did not specify the number on loan . 
Eighte en schools u sed thirty-nine leased cars in their driver 
educati on program, there were three others usi ng leased cars 
which did not i ndicate the number leased . Eleven school 
systems owned a total of twenty-five cars , while nine cars 
were rented for use in three systems . 
Almost 69.5 per cent, or eighty-nine schools used auto-
matic transmission cars only. Another seven schools used only 
standard transmission. The remaining thirty- two schools, or 
25.0 percent of those answering utiliz ed both types. When 
those schools with both automatic a.nd standard transmiss ion 
cars were asked which method was taught firs t , eighteen, or 
56.2 percent answered "automati c". Seven schools, or 21.9 
percent, answered "standard t ransmissi on" , while an equal 
number did not answer at all. 
Driver educati on is offered at different times during 
the day, week and year . Table 9 indicates the frequency of 
times offered. 
The enrollment in driver educati on lecture in 118 schools 
showed an average class size of 34.8 students. The largest 
class size reported was 200, while the smallest was four. 
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Table 9. Driver education t ime offerings 
Time offered 
School day - summer 
School day only 
School day - summer - Saturday -
after school 
School day - summer - after school 
Summer only 
Summer - after school 
School day - after school - summer -
before school 
School day - summer - after school 
Saturday - after school 
School day - after school 
Total 
Frequency 
58 
19 
17 
10 
7 
7 
6 
2 
2 
1 
129 
% 
45.0 
14.7 
13.1 
7.7 
5. '+ 
5.4 
4.6 
1.6 
1.6 
o.8 ---
100.0 
In 123 schools there was a total yearly enrollment in 
driver education of 47,213 pupils. This represents an average 
of 383.8 students· taught per school. The range reported was 
between 1600 and twenty-five students enrolled each year. The 
47,213 driver educat ion students represented 25.6 percent of 
the 123 schools total enrollment. 
The number of students per period instructed in the 
driver educatlon car was as follows: 
Table 10. Pupil loa d per practice period 
Students car Number % 
2 16 12.9 
2 or 3 6 4.8 
3 71 57.2 
3 or 4 5 4.3 
4 26 20.81 
Total 124 100.00 
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Reports of driver education in eighty-nine schools, or 
73.6 percent of those reporting, indicated a standard class-
room program of thirty clock hours. The remaining thirty-two 
schools offered classroom instruction ranging from six to 
ninety hours with tho mean being 4lo9. Only three schools in 
this latter gro~p offered under the thirty hours standard, 
while four offered eighty-seven or more hours. 
In the behind-the-wheel phase of driver education 102 
schools, or 83.6 percent offered six clock hours practice 
time. Nine schools offered seven or more hours, with the 
highest number being fifteen hours. with a mean of 8.9 for 
the entire group. Six schools offered simulation in lieu of 
a part of behind-the-wheel practice. This ranged from as 
little as two hour.s to a maximum of eighteen hours of simu-
lation . 
It was found that in eighty-seven schools there were 228 
full time driver education teachers employed, In eighty 
schools 299 part time instructors were employed. Some of the 
reporting schools thus had both full time and part time per-
sonnel . Table 11 indicates the other areas of instruction of 
the part-time teachers. Any discrepancy in the totals were a 
result of no indication being given when more than two areas 
were listed as to the number of part-time teachers in each 
field. 
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Table 11. Numbers of part-time driver education teachers 
employed in other teaching areas 
Other ~rea of .specialization Number 
-------·-----
Physical education (boys ) 
I ndustrial education 
Social studies 
Sci ence 
Math 
Counselor 
Physical education (gi rls) 
Biology 
Fine arts 
Business education 
English 
Health 
Library 
Transporta tion supervi sor 
l~9 
29 
10 
6 
4 
4 
3 
3 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
% 
43.0 
25.4 
8.7 
5.3 
3.5 
3.5 
2.6 
2.6 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
An additiona l twenty- six tea chers were employed a s full-
time instructors for the summer months only. 
Safety education was included in class work in various 
courses throughout the school curri culum. From 122 schools 
indicating the cour ses in which safety education was included, 
the folloTJring tables show in which area safety educati on was 
taught and the number of schools offer~ng it in more than one 
area. 
Table 12. Schools reporting classes in which safety educa-
tion was t aught 
Class Number of schools 
-----------·--------·---
Driver education 
Industrial education 
Physi cal education 
Home economi cs 
Chemistry 
104 
72 
72 
49 
45 
% of schools 
85.2 
59.0 
59.0 
40.l 
36.9 
Table 12. (Continued) 
Class 
Health 
Physics 
General science 
Biology 
Arts and crafts 
Safety education course 
Radiation science 
Total 
39 
Number of schools % of schools 
42 34.'-l· 
34 27.9 
33 27.0 
32 26.2 
23 18.9 
5 4.1 
1 0 ~ 8 
512 100.0 
Table 13. Degree of integration of safety education within 
the total curriculum 
Number of courses in which Number % 
safety education is integrated 
1 31 25.4 
2 10 8.2 
3 19 15.6 
4 16 lJ.l 
5 8 6.6 
6 7 5.7 
7 9 7.4 
8 8 6.6 
9 6 4.9 
10 6 4.9 
11 2 1.6 
Total ·122 100.0 
To determine t he general fe eling toward fire safety, the 
question was asked: how many scheduled fire dri lls are con-
duct ed per year? Table 14 indica tes the responses to this 
questi on. 
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Table 14. Number of fire drills scheduled per year 
Drill s per year Number % 
---
2 2 1.7 
a h 3.4 5 4.4 
5 4 3.4 
6 10 8.6 
7 2 1.7 
8 7 6.o 
9 53 45.7 
10 18 15.5 
11 1 0.9 
12 6 5.2 
13 3 2.6 
11-t- 0 o.o 
15 1 0.9 
Total 116 100.0 
Eight schools reported having a student fi re patrol or 
similar organization , but only three i ndicated its official 
name. Those named Here fi re wardens , safety club, and safety 
patrol . The other 119 reporting schools or 93.7 percent, had 
no such studen t organization. 
Answers to the question of whether the school had fire 
doors and fire walls which could divide the building into 
s maller units i ndicated that 35.4 percent did. This means 
that eighty-hrn schools were so des i gned while forty-five 
lacked this safety provision. 
Automatic sprinklers were in use i n at l eas t one area of 
thirty-two schools. This meant that ninety-two, or 74.2 per-
cent had no sprinkler sy stem . One school ha d a heat sensing 
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syst em only, and five schools did not answer this questi on. 
The sprinkler systems reported in the thirty-two schools were 
listed ·as being i n the following locations. 
High hazard area 28 
Halls 7 
Classrooms 6 
Stair-wells 4 
An equal numher of buildings, forty - six each, had either 
exclusively enclosed or open type stairwells. Sixteen schools 
did not have stairst thus must have been one story buildings. 
Another seventeen schools had both types of stairwells in the 
building or buildings . 
Data obta ined on school jurisdictional accidents for the 
school year s 1961~.-6 5 and. 1965-66 a.re presented in Table 15. 
There were 4-7 schools tha t reported a total of 9, 416 
school jurtsdictional accidents for the school year 1964- 65. 
Fifty-three schools reported in the school year 1965-66 a 
total of 10,527 accidents. A break down by areas reported 
is sholm in the table. 
Table 15. 
Area 
School jurisdictional accidents 
~~~~·~~~~-~~~-~~--
School year 1964-65 School year 1965-66 
number of Number of Number of Number of 
schools accidents schools accidents 
reporting reporting --------------·--------· 
Industrial 
education 
shops 
Science 
classrooms 
Physical 
education 
37 
29 
46 
435 
182 
4137 
47 
32 
56 
471 
188 
5540 
42 
Table 15. (Continued ) 
Area School year 1964~6 5 
Number of Nu mber of 
schools acci d en ts 
r epor t ing 
Sc ho ol y ear 1965-66 
Nu mber of Number of 
schools acciden ts 
r e port i ng 
School 
grounds 3L~ 
28 
634 
1070 
43 793 
1285 Other areas 39 
When t he quest ion , "Who trea t s injur i es at school ? 11 wa s 
asked the following answers ~er e given : 
School nurse 107 
Coa ch or physica l educa tion tea cher 50 
Principa l 41 
Athletic tra iner 15 
Hospita l or do c tor 8 
Industr i a l educa tion tea cher 6 
Unidentifi e d teacher 6 
Superintendent 4 
Secretary · 3 
Dean 2 
In 110 schools there was a school nurse on duty within 
the school at some time during the week. The hours she worked 
per week ranged from as low and two and one-ha lf to as ma ny as 
forty - five. Sixty-thr ee schools had nurse s who worked at 
least forty hours per week. Eleven schools reported having 
two full-ti me nurse s , while one school each, reported having 
three, four, or six nurses. Three schools had nurses on call, 
but not on duty at the school. 
The forty-seven nurses who worked less tha n full time at 
the hi gh school leve l, worked an average of 18 hours per week 
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in their capacity as school nurse. 
To determine the extent of trained personnel qualified to 
. . 
treat injuries in the absence of a school nurse, a question on 
the number of persons with some degree of first -aid training 
was included. It was found that some schools had held classes 
for teachers and students in first -aid. 
There were 254 persons in the seventy-seven schools re-
porting who had at least the American Red C:ross standard 
course or its equivalent; 216 persons had talrnn the B.ed Cross 
advanced course or its equi vs.lent; and 247 people were qualj_-
fied as Red Cross first -aid instructors. Other courses cited 
as first aid training included, water safety courses, small 
craft courses, home nursing, life saving, medical self help. 
In addition four school employees were found to be also 
registered nurses. 
The number of qualified first aiders per school ranged 
from eight to ten. The lowest number be5-ng two in three 
schools and the highest being sixty-three staff members. 
Several school s taught the standard course to all students. 
The transportation of handicapped students was handled 
in various ways in the eighty-one schools reporting. The 
remaining forty-eight schools either had no handicapped or 
did not report. In a few cases more than one method of trans-
portation was indicated. A cour t of the three methods 
employed yielded the following information: 
44 
Other students assisted 55 
Elevator 25 
Special equipment 12 
It was found that forty-nine schools use a self-polishing 
type floor wax f:l.S compared to fifty-four which used a non-self 
polishing type. There were five schools reporting the use of 
both these types, and seven who used a non-skid wax. One 
school used a carnauba buffable wax, while another indicated 
it used a "syn the tic wax". 
The type of floor or floors reported in 109 schools were: 
Asphalt or vinyl tile 92 
Wood 40 
Terrazzo 34 
Concrete 29 
Carpeting 2 
Chemistry laboratory wastes must be disposed of safely. 
The proper method 'should be employed for each type of material. 
As was found in other areas of the study , some schools used 
more than one method. Fifty-two schools u ,ed more than one 
di sposal method . 
Table 16. Disposal of chemical wastes . 
Method used 
Dumped in sink 
Thrown in trash 
Burnt 
Disposal company 
Buried 
Stone jars 
Hauled to dump 
Lead containers for 
radioact ive wastes 
Total 
Number 
98 
38 
30 
6 
5 
2 
2 
1 
182 
% of methods r eported 
53.8 
20. 9 
16.5 
3.3 
2.7 
1.1 
1.1 
o.6 
ioo.o 
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There were eighty-three schools or 87.4 percent of those 
answering, with fume hoods in the chemistry l aboratories. 
Twelve ·schools did not have fume hoods. The remaining thirty-
four schools did not indicate use. 
The remaining portion of the questionnaire contained six 
questions of a general nature, the findings of which are shown 
in the folloKing list. 
Question number 37 has been abandoned because of poor 
wordLng. The double ''no" wB:s confusing to many persons. If a 
true-false blank were used , meaning would have been clarified. 
The last six questions are best presented as follows : 
Question 
Is there a written statement outlining 
the proper emergency procedure when 
and if a student is seriously injured? 
Adequate accident statistics are kept 
and filed in a central location. 
No temporary wiring used in school 
All school electrical outlets are 
J-prong grounded type. 
All shop machines and power tools are 
properly grounded. 
Each shop has master control for all 
electric instal l ations . 
Response 
Yes No 
75 
76 
64 
39 
112 
103 
44 
47 
58 
81 
lJ 
19 
Did not 
answer 
10 
6 
7 
4 
4 
7 
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Shop Accidents 
Information in industrial arts shop acc'.Ldents was 
gathered from the thirty-seven schools visited. Each school's 
accident report forms were u sed as the source of this data. 
Beca use all schools did not use the same type of report form, 
informati on needed was sometimes lackingo A few schools tha t 
were visited yielded little or no useful informat ion because 
of the nature of accident report handling or a low Industrial 
Arts accident rate. 
At least partial information was collected on 536 acci-
dents. An effort was made to gather accident data covering 
the period of the past few years. Vocational or technical 
education, and arts and craft courses were not considered. 
The grades covered were 9th through 12th. All information for 
each accident was recorded on one line of an Bi x 11 raw data 
sheet. Each of these sheets had eighteen rows and a column 
for each area to be studied. A sample of this form is 
included in the Appendix. 
Information on the age of each student at the time of his 
accident was collected and is presented in Table 17. Data as 
to the age at the time of the student's accident was present 
on 262 accident report forms. 
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Table 17. Student's age at time of accident involvement 
Student's age Number involved 
------------·-----------
fourteen 
fifte en 
sixteen 
sevente en 
eighteen 
nineteen 
twenty 
Total 
--.- ----------
25 
1+2 
72 
77 
35 
9 
2 
261 
09.5 
16.o 
27.5 
29.5 
lJ.4 
OJ.4 
00.7 
100.0 
The re :,,Jr t on grade level of the student at the time of 
his accident represents 491 accidents. The breakdovm by 
number in each grade and the percent of total reported was 
as follows: 
Table 18. Accident involvement by grade level 
-: 
Grade level Number % --· -~--
Fre shman 68 lJ.8 
Sophomore 114 23.2 
Junior 154 31.4 
Senior 15'-I- Jl.4 
Special education 1 00.2 
Total 491 100.0 
As can be seen in Table 19, most of the school shop 
accidents occurred on Tuesday. This table shows the day by 
day involvement during the week. 
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Table 19. Day of accident involvement 
Day of week Number % 
Monday 107 20.7 
Tuesday 126 24.6 
Wednesday lOJ 20.1 
Thursday 85 16.6 
Friday 87 16.9 
Saturday 5 0.9 
Total 513 
Data was collected on the time of accident involvement. 
This information was gathered on an hourly rather than a class 
period basis, because of the variations between different 
school's period systems. 
Table 20. Hours of accident occurrence 
Time Number % 
8:00 - 8:59 34 6.8 
9:00 - 9:59 94 18.9 
10:00 - 10:59 100 20.1 
11:00 11:59 48 9.7 
12:00 - 12:59 49 9.9 
1:00 - 1:59 57 11.5 
2:00 - 2:59 72 14.5 
3:00 3:59 36 7.2 
4:00 - on 7 1.4 
Total 497 100.0 
Table 21 shows the relationship between the time of day 
and day of week of the accident. It can be seen on which day 
and at what time most accidents took place. 
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Table 21. Accident involvement by hour and day 
Time Day of accident 
of 
accident .Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
8:00- 8:59 10 13 7 5 6 
9:00- 9:59 14 17 19 18 19 
10:00-10:59 22 30 16 13 20 
11:00-11:59 13 9 13 7 5 
12:00-12:59 9 13 6 13 5 
1:00- 1:59 10 12 14 7 11 
2:00- 2:59 13 15 15 16 11 
3:00- 3:59 12 9 5 4 6 
4:00- 0 4 1 0 0 
Total 103 122 96 83 SJ 
Accident reports were gathered on 509 accidents in which 
the month of involvement was included in the data available. 
A few schools had accident reports available which dated back 
to the 1962-1963 ~chool year. It was felt that the type of 
information desired for this study would not be affected by 
inclusion of reports this old, . thus any records available were 
used. 
Table 22 shows the month and year in which these acci-
dents occurred. 
As can be seen in the table, the last two school years 
(1964-65 and 1965-66) accounted for 321 of the total number of 
reported accidents. If those accidents happening in the 1966-
67 school year were added, the total would reach 449 or more. 
Not too many schools had records available for more than a two 
year period, for these either were stored or thrown away soon 
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after the two year period. This affected the numbers recorded. 
The highest number of accidents was recorded in the month 
of November followed closely by October. Also closely grouped 
were February, January, and March - in that order. September 
had the lovrest number of accidents of any full school month. 
Accidents were found to take place in ten different shop 
areas in the schools visited. The breakdown of these 515 
accidents follows: 
Table 23. Accident involvement by shop area 
Shop Number of accidents 
Wood 
Metal 
Machine 
Printing 
Automotive 
Welding 
Sheet metal 
Electricity 
Craft 
Drawing 
Non-machine-
opera tion 
involved 
74 
63 
3? 
28 
38 
9 
13 
8 
6 
_.2_ 
Total 281 
Machine-operation 
involved 
93 
53 
23 
30 
9 
14 
2 
4 
6 
_o_ 
2J4 . 
Total % 
167 32.4 
116 22.5 
60 11.7 
58 11.3 
47 09.1 
23 04.5 
15 02.9 
12 02.3 
12 02.3 
_.2_ 01.0 
515 100.0 
Each accident report was examined to determine how the 
accident occurred and what tool or machine was involved al-
though not every form examined listed the tool or machine 
involved. The three following tables show which hand tool, 
machine or action caused the injury. In Table 24 the general 
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causes have been combined to indicate the nature of the injury 
producing action rather than the specific object involved. 
Table 24. Hand tool involved in accidents 
Tool Number 
Hand sai;..r 17 
Chisel 15 
- File 7 
Paper cutter 7 
Screw driver 6 
Hack saw 6 
Hand plane 4 
Tin snips 3 
Center punch 2 
Hammer 2 
Gouge 2 
Knife 1 
Total 72 
Table 25. JfiacM.nes involved in accidents 
:ttia.chine 
Lathe (machine) 
Circular saw 
Band saw 
Printing press 
Grinder 
Drill press 
Lathe (wood) 
Milling machine 
Disc sander 
Jointer 
Electric hand drill 
(".'.\\ 
Belt sander _ ~·· 
Surface grinder 
Paper perforator 
Stapling machine 
Squaring shear 
Jig saw 
Number 
34 
25 
23 
23 
23 
20 
12 
12 
11 
6 
5 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
% 
23.6 
20.8 
09.7 
09.7 
08.3 
08.3 
05.6 
04.2 
02.8 
02.8 
02.8 
01.4 
100.00 
16.0 
11.7 
10.8 
10.s 
10.8 
9.4 
5.6 
5.6 
5.2 
2.8 
2.3 
1.9 
1.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.5 
Table 25. (Continued ) 
Machine 
Buffing wheel 
Portable grinder 
Router 
Portable circular saw 
Total 
53 
Number 
1 
1 
1 
1 
213 
Table 26. Miscellaneous causes of injury 
Cause of injury 
Material handling 
sharp metal 
falling object 
solvent - in eye 
acid burn 
thrown object 
ran into object. 
pencil - puncture 
nail - puncture 
sliver - sanding wood 
lower can on chest 
electric shock 
oil - in eye 
paint - in eye 
cut on glass 
plastic chip in eye 
Burn 
hot object 
molten metal 
welding torch 
soltj.ering iron 
welding flash 
flame up (incinerator) 
flame up (furnace) 
steam cleaner 
Cleaning machines 
Falls 
Total 
Number 
148 
71 
44 
7 
J 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
39 
12 
10 
5 
5 
3 
2 
l " 
1 
17 
_.12_ 
219 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
100.00 
32.4 
20.l 
3.2 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
0.9 
0.9 
o.4 
o.4 
o.4 
o.4 
5.5 
4.6 
2.3 
2.3 
1.4 
0.9 
o.4 
o.4 
7.8 
6.9 
100.00 
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It was felt that any further combination of data, such 
as by day and shop or grade and day of week , would yield little 
useful · information. Thus, the only other treatment of the 
accident data undertaken was a chi-square test of significance 
using the data . on time of day and day of week when the acci-
dents occurred. This is discussed in the next chapter. 
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DISCUSSION 
About thirty schools sent sample accident report forms 
back with the returned questionnaire. Of these, there were 
24 different type forms. It was found that many schools used 
their ovm form rather than a standard type like the National 
Safety Council Student Accident Report Form. Several of these 
.• 
were constructed with three color-coded sheets and carbon 
paper in one unit. Other types ranged fron single mineo-
graphed sheets to printed pages and in size from 8 11 x 11 11 to 
311 x 511 • In some schools, the report was to be made out in 
triplicate while others required only one copy. The person 
·required to fill out the report ranged from the teacher in 
charge, to the student involved, to the nurse or some combin-
ation of these. It is the investigator's belief that some 
type of prepared printed form is best. The use of carbon 
paper and color coding would be recommended. Most informa.-
tion should be reported by checking appropriate spaces. In-
formation such as name, date, address1 phone number, and 
time, should be filled in by either the student or the 
teacher. Any information not supplied by a check mark should 
be printed or typed. It was found on many reports examined 
that handwriting is not always legible, especially if the 
person is in an emotional state due to the accident. Another 
alternative would be to have the student-help in the health 
center complete the report form. Items included on the 
report form should include name, a ge , sex, grade level, time, 
date, place of injury, nature of injury, part of body injured, 
degre~ of injfiry, time lost from school, treatment given, 
witnesses and a descrlption of what happened. 
In the author's opinion good accident records may be 
protection a gainst law suits. They may protect others from 
future injury if the reports are used to locate danger areas .. 
and potential hazards. These then can be removed or the area 
made safer before more accidents occur. In a long range study 
of accident reports, the effectiveness of the school's entire 
safety education program may be examined. 
Most of the findings from the return of questionnaires 
were straight forward and needed little comment or interpre-
ta ti on. 
It was the researcher's belief that all of the questions 
on the questionnaire could be answered by the school adminis-
trator. If he did not have the information himself, he could 
find the answer through some other person at the school. This 
was borne out by a majority of the ' returns on which every item 
was answered. On some questions where no answer was given, 
a note explained why the information was not available at that 
.time, such as "school nurse sick" or "records not kept on this 
item". 
It was assumed that those not answering either did not 
have records available or felt they could not take the time 
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to complete the form. 
Although all schools reporting offered Driver Education, 
sixteen offere·d it at a time other than regular school hours 
only. Driver Education in the writer's opinion, and seemingly 
supported by t he other 114 schools, should be included in the 
regular school curriculum. Other hours should be used only to 
handle those students unable to fit into classes during the 
.• 
school day. 
Although most schools meet the accepted minimum standard 
of thirty hours classroom and six hours behind the wheel, a 
few failed to meet this standard. More schools should try to 
expand the program beyond this minimum thus giving the pupil a 
better opportunity to learn more safety concepts, not only 
pertain ing to driving but to other areas of safety. 
When the answers were tabulated concerning the questions 
regarding the number qf classes in which safety education was 
a part of the course work taught, a record was kept as to how 
many reported in one area, t wo areas, three, or more. The 
following information was obtained: · 
One area only 31 
Two areas 10 
Three areas 19 
Four areas 16 
Five areas 8 
Six areas 7 
Seven areas 9 
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Eight areas 8 
Nine areas 6 
· Ten areas 6 
Eleven areas 2 
In most cases the first three categories contained almost 
half the total. The most common answers given were Driver 
Education, Industrial Education and Physical Education. While 
the worth of safety education as part of these classes easily 
can be seen, especially by the high accident rate in Physical 
Education or by the type of activity involved in Industrial 
Education, other classes can be used to great advantage to 
implant safety concepts along with course content. 
Some of the most fertile ground for accident 
prevention lies wher-e safety may seem at first to be 
inconsequen~ial - in art, for example, in business 
education, in mathematics, or in social studies. But 
what about handling solvents when painting or when 
using business machines? What about developing 
statistical information on accident patterns. What 
about appreciating law enforcement and developing 
civic responsibility? It is easy to overlook these 
aspects of safety education. Yet, accident preven-
tion is somet imes most necessary and most effective 
where the need is least obvious. 
Full of life as they are and should be, teen-
agers enjoy risk and adventure. They also enjoy skill 
and achievement. Their enjoyment can be all the 
greater if they understand that safety must be an 
integral part of their lives. Education, through 
its myriad facets , has the potential to import this 
understanding . If accidents are to be r educed, 
people must lea rn hovT to reduce them. Our schools 
can help them do so. (15, p. 39) 
It is the researcher's opinion that safety education should be 
a part of every class taught. It should begin on the child's 
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first day in school and continue until he leaves high school. 
Another area in need of attention is that of fire safety. 
It is estimated by the National Fire Protection Association 
\ 
that approximately 4, 500 school fires occur e.nnually. It 
might be noted that only eight schools reported fire-safety 
organizati on or used students to aid_ in fire drill evacuations. 
This could be a good learning experience and character develop-
ment opportunity for students. 
~1ost modern buildings are being built to be more fire 
resistant, with fire doors, fire walls, and fj_r e retardant 
material, but much more could be done to protect our school 
a ge youth. More extensive use of sprinklers and fire detec-
tion systems should be employed. 
No school should have open stair wells, however 36.8 per 
cent of those reporting did. Long halls should have fire 
doors that would hold back flame, heat, and smoke from other 
parts of the building . 
While gathering accident data on Industrial Education, 
the researcher was shocked at the number of accidents occurring 
in Physical Education classes. This area might be a fertile 
area to emphasize safety education and safety practices. 
Almost half of all accidents reported on the questionnaire 
occurred in the physical education area. 
Two other areas that could be improved in this writer's 
opinion, would be the development of a written statement out-
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lining the proper emergency procedure to be followed in case 
of an accident, and the filling out and filing of a complete 
accident report for every accident. These should be kept in 
a central locati on so they can be used to help prevent future 
accidents by locating areas and procedures requiring safety 
improvements . 
One of the purposes of this study was to compare this 
study's findin gs with findings of studies conducted in the 
past. Changes in accident patterns would indicate areas that 
have shmm either an increase or a decrease in accident 
involvement. It would be expected that somB areas such as 
auto mechanics and electronics would have a higher accident 
involvement now as opposed to twenty years ago when there was 
very little empha.si s j_n these areas. 
The other variables such as time, day, grade and age 
remain constant so they should give a more accurate picture 
of any change occurring in the accident situation over an 
extended time period. 
When Hughes (8) summarized severa·1 studies, he found that 
most accidents occurred in the fifteen and sixteen year old 
age group. In the present research, the sixteen and seventeen 
year old age group both had almost double the number of acci-
dents reported for the fifteen year old group. Also when 
Hughes' (8) summary of accidents by grade level is compared 
with the present research, a similar shift is observed. 
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Hughes (8, p. 63) found 25 per cent of the accidents occur-
ring in the ninth grade and 2J per cent occurring in the tenth 
grade. Stone. (22, p . Jl) found slightly more accidents occur-
ring in the ninth grade with the twelfth grades tied for t he 
most accidents . 
These two findings on grade and age would lead to the 
conclusion that faither ~ore classes are now being offered in 
the higher grades or le ss exposure to dangerous situations 
occur i n the lower grades . With the growth and acceptan ce of 
indu strial education, more classes are available at hi gher 
grade levels than in the past period. This may account for 
the increase in accidents plus the fact that more complicated 
operations are carri.ed out in the advanced classes. 
When Hughes .(8) summarized accidents by day of week, he 
found Wednesday to be the day with the highest number of acci-
dents. The number of accidents tapered toward Monday and 
Friday. In the present resear ch, Tuesday followed by Monday , 
then Wednesday , Thursday and then Friday, in that order, 
. 
accounted for the most acciden ts. If it is assume d that 
Industrial Education is taught each day, then the only conclu-
sion would be that, after the two days a way from the shop, 
students tend to for ge t safety concepts or are still involved 
with events that occurred over the weekend. 
Both Hughes (8) and the present research a greed on the 
time most accidents occur. More accidents occurred between 
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10:00 and 11:00 than at any other hour. In the afternoon , the 
period from 2:00 to J:OO accounted for the most accidents. 
This i~ in line with medical findings that low energy levels 
are found at midmorning and midafternoon, at approximately 
10 a.m. and 3 p.m. This researcher also found the number of 
accidents occurring in the hour between 9:00 and 10:00 to be 
quit e high. Industry, for this reason, has introduced the 
.• 
coffee break. A break of some type might well be lntroduced 
into the shop schedule. 
When the month of accident involvement was computed , a 
discrepancy was found to exj_st betw·een the present research 
and that done by Hughes ( 8 ). Hughes (8 , p. 55) found April 
and May having the most accidents with March , October and 
January placing n~xt in decreasing order. This researcher 
found November , October, February and then January as the 
months having the highest number of accidents. It would seem 
from these findings that during the first month of school, 
not too many accidents occur as not much actual shop w-ork is 
started unti'l almost the end of this mont~. Over the next 
five or six · months, the rate stays fairly stable except for 
the month of December which contains a rather long vacation. 
Towards the end of the school year , the rate drops probably 
due to the finishing of projects and safety concepts learned 
during the previous months . 
It can be seen that wood shop and metal shop were the 
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greatest problem areas, ranking first and second in both 
machine operation and non-machine operation accidents. This 
researcher found some discrepancy in the use of the terms 
metal and machine to identify the shop area. This lead to 
some arbitrary classifications by the researcher. 
It can be seen however that there was very little differ-
ence in total ac_.cident involvement between machine opera ti on 
and non-machine operation. 
Both Hughes (8) and Stone (22) found the chisel to be 
the hand tool most often involved in student accidents, it 
accounted for almost four times the accidents as the second 
place tool, the hand saw. In the present research, the hand 
saw accounted for a slightly higher number of accidents than 
did the second place chisel. If the gouge and chisel are com-
bined, they then account for the same number of accidents as 
the hand saw. Emphasis on safety instruction, long associated 
with the chisel, should probably also be extended to the use 
of the hand saw • 
. 
When the comparison is carried over to rr~chines, a simi-
lar phenom~non happens with the wood lathe. In Hughes (8) 
study, it was the machine most often involved, while in the 
present research, it ranl:ed fifth. The lathe (machine) moved 
from tenth in Hughes' study to first in the present study. 
The circular saw is still close to the top as it was in most 
past studies. This may reflect a drift away from wood working 
into new ar eas. In the past , t here were many wood lathes and 
few metal lathes; now the reverse i s true. 
The four .ma jor classific~tions of causes of injury used 
in Table 26 were , in rank order , material handling, burns, 
cleaning machines, and falls. Of the 219 r eported injuries , 
148 were due to activity related to mater ial handling . The 
handling of sharp metal and burns from hot objects each con-
" 
trlbuted the largest number of injuries v.ri thin their classi-
ficati on , followed by i n juries due to falling objects and 
burns from molten metal. 
Those involving molten me t a l, incinerator and furna ce 
flame ups often were quite serious. It would follow then that 
these areas would require special safety instruction. 
The single largest contributing cause of injury was the 
handling of sharp metal, followed by falling objects. These 
two injury causes alone accounted for 115 of the 219 injuries 
recorded. 
Student I.Q. information was not available in many 
instances and where it was obtainable, the measurement methods 
were so diverse as to not warrant any comparative study. The 
inclusion of I.Q. infor~tion was therefore dropped. 
Within the limitations of this study, the following 
recommendations may be made: 
1. A multi-copy accident report form should be completed 
for each accident. One copy should stay with the 
teacher , one with the nurse or office and a third 
for the insurance company if needed. 
2. Some minimum standards should be set up to indicate 
what items should be included on all school systems 
report. 
J. Accident summaries should be compiled and studied 
within the school and also on a sta te-'l·ride basis. 
4. Safety Education should be integrated into all 
courses, from kindergarten through the senior year. 
5. More emphas is should be placed on the teaching of 
safety in the teacher preparation schools. 
6. Every school should have a safety supervisor. 
7. Each school should have a written emergency procedure 
to cover any possible situation. 
8. Teachers should have first aid training as part of 
their teacher preparation and should take refresher 
courses periodically. 
9. Counselors should have some background in safety to 
be better able to counsel accident repeaters or 
students having problems adjusting after accidents. 
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SUMMARY 
Th.is study was designed to point up areas in safety 
education, the accident record systems , and in accident 
involvement in the Industrial Arts shop area needing 
further attention~ 
Specifica lly, the objectives of the study were: 
l. Det'erm1ne the extent to which Safety Education 
is a part of the total school program in 
selected high schools in Iowa and Illinois. 
2. Determine the incidence of accidents within 
the Industrial Arts classes within the 
selected high schools. 
J. Analyze the Industrial Arts accident problem 
with regard to: 
Hour of day 
Day of week 
Month 
Machine 
Hand tool 
Subject area 
Age 
Grade level 
Before and after holiday 
I.Q. of student 
The research methods used were a questionnaire sent to 
180 selected school superintendents, and personal visits. 
There were 71.69 per cent, or 129 returns on the question-
naires, and of these thirty-seven, or 20.55 per cent of the 
schools were visited. 
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The major findings were as follows: 
1. 'l'hat 68.4 per cent of part time driver education 
teachers also taught Industrial Education or 
Physical Education . 
2. Safety education was being taught j_n at least one 
course in 94~7 per cent of the schools replying. 
J. Almost half of those systems replying indicated 
there were open st~irwells in the school building. 
4. That the age groups of sixteen and seventeen years 
old had the hi ghes t accident involvement. 
5. That the junior and senior years accounted for the 
most accidents. 
6. That Tuesday was the day when most accidents 
occurred. 
7. That the hours between 9:00 and 11:00 had the 
highest accident involvement in the morning and 
2:00 to 3:00 the highest in the afternoon. 
8. That Tuesday morning had a hi~h involvement rate. 
9. That November and October had the largest number of 
reported accidents. 
10. That wood and metal shops represented over half of 
the reported accidents. 
11. That the hand saw was involved in slightly more 
accidents than the chisel. 
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IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION February 13, 1967 
Dear Mr. 
A study is being made of safety education practices in selected schools in 
Iowa and Illinois for the years 1964 - 1966. Through this study, it is 
hoped to point up ar eas needing further attention and thus provide teachers 
and supervisors with a basis for planning a complete safety program in a 
high school - with emphasis on !ndustrial Arts. 
The first phase of this study will be on the general school safety program. 
Material will be collected through use of the enclosed questionnaire. The 
second phase will require personal visitations to those schools which have 
expressed willingne ss to cooperate in the study and have the accident data 
needed. 
If your school k e eps shop, accident reports, including information on time 
of day, month, subject area, age and grade level or if this information 
could be determined from other records - would you please indicate this 
on Question 3. 
If your school would allow a personal visit to gather this in-depth data, 
pleas e indicate this on Question 4. 
If your school has a standard accident report form used in all shops, would 
you please enclose a specimen copy with the questionnaire return. 
If your school is selected to be visited, is ther e any preferred day of the 
week or time period? If so, please indicate on the back of the question-
nair e . 
All information will remain confidential. The school name is asked to aid 
in selection of schools to be incJ.uded in the in-depth study. 
· Under the auspic e s of: 
Safety Education and R e s earch Program 
Dr. Lillia n C. Schwenk 
Industria l Education D e pa rtm ent 
Professor Lowell L. Carve r 
Very truly yours, 
John A. Kuehnle 
1. NAME OF SCHOOL: 3. 73 DYES ONO SCHOOL HAS SHOP ACCIDENT RECORDS. 
2. NUMBER OF TEACHERS ON STAFF: 4. DYES ONO COULD SCHOOL RECORDS BE USED IN STUDY? 
5. DYES 0No DOES SCHOOL OFFER DRIVER EDUCATION? 7. WHEN OFFERED? D SCHOOL DAY D SATURDAY 
6. DYES ONO ARE SIMULATORS USED? SPECIFY TYPE: DAFTER SCHOOL D SUMMER D OTHER, SPECIFY: 
8. NUMBER OF DR. ED. CARS: 9. TRAINING IS GIVEN ON: 10. IF BOTH, WHICH IS TAUGHT FIRST? 
OoWNED 0LEASED D STANDARD TRANSMISSION OsTANDARD 
0RENTED OoN LOAN n AUTOMATIC OooTH nAUTOMATIC 
11. HOW MANY STUDENTS IN AN AVERAGE LECTURE CLASS? 13. HOW MANY PUPILS PER CAR-LOAD? 
12. HOW MANY STUDENTS ENROLL IN DR. ED. EACH YEAR? 02 03 04 Os 06 
14. EACH PUPIL RECEIVES __ HRS . OF CLASSROOM TIME, 18. SAFETY ED. IS PART OF CLASSWORK IN: 
AND COMPLETES __ HRS. BEHIND-THE-WHEEL TIME. 
OGEN. SCI. D PHYSICS 0DRIVER ED. 
15. NUMBER OF FULL-TIME DR. ED. INSTRUCTORS: 
0IND . ED. 0BIOLOGY 0PHYSICAL ED. 
16. NUMBER OF PART-TIME DR. ED . INSTRUCTORS: 
0HOME EC. OcHEM. DART & CRAFTS 
17. PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS ALSO TEACH, SPECIFY: ___ 
D HEALTH OoTHER, SPECIFY: 
19. NUMBER OF SCHEDULED FIRE DRILLS PER YEAR: ___ _ 
20. DYES D NO DOES SCHOOL HAVE A STUDENT FIRE-PATROL OR SIMILAR ORGANIZATION? NAME USED: 
21. DYES D NO DOES SCHOOL HAVE FIRE DOORS AND FIRE WALLS WHICH CAN DIVIDE THE BUILDING INTO 
SMALLER UNITS? 
22. SCHOOL HAS AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEM IN: 
D HIGH HAZARD AREAS 
DcLASSROOMS 
0HALLS 
D s TAIRWELLS 
23. SCHOOL HAS: 
D OPEN STAIRWELLS D ENCLOSED STAIRWELLS 
D NO STAIRWELLS 
24. HOW MANY SCHOOL JURISDICTION ACCIDENTS OCCURRED IN SCHOOL YEAR 1964-65 __ , 1965-66 
25. HOW MANY OF THESE ACCIDENTS HAPPENED IN: 
IND. ED. SHOP 1964-65 __ , 1965-66 __ 
SCIENCE CLASS 1964-65 __ , 1965-66 
PHYSICAL ED . 1964-65 1965-66 
SCHOOL GROUNDS 1964-65 1965-66 
OTHER PART OF BUILDING 1964-65 __ , 1965-66 __ 
26. WHO TREATS INJURIES AT SCHOOL? 
07 
D PRINCIPAL DI. ED. TEACHER LJ SCHOOL NURSE 29. HOW MANY PERSONS HAVE HAD FIRST AID TRAINING? 
D COACH DSC I. TEACHER D TRAINER RED CROSS STANDARD COURSE OR EQUIVALENT __ _ 
DoTHER, SPECIFY= ~------------~ RED CROSS ADVANCED COURSE OR EQUIVALENT __ _ 
27. DYES ONO IS THERE A SCHOOL NURSE? RED CROSS INSTRUCTORS COURSE OR EQUIVALENT~ 
28. IF YES, HOW MANY HOURS PER WEEK IS SHE 
AT SCHOOL? _ _ _ _____ _ 
30. HOW ARE HANDICAPPED TRANSPORTED WITHIN SCHOOL? 
QoTHER STUDENTS D ELEVATOR 
D SPECIAL EQUIPMENT' 
31. TYPE OF WAX USED ON FLOORS? 
D SELF POLISHING 
DoTHER, SPECIFY: 
DNON-SELF POLISHING 
32. 
33. 
34. 
HOW ARE CHEMICAL WASTES DISPOSED OF IN CHEM. 
QBURY D THROWN IN TRASH D BURNT 
DsINK DoTHER, SPECIFY: 
DYES ONO CHEM. LAB. HAS FUME HOOD? 
KIND OF FLOOR SURFACE IN SCHOOL: 
35. []NO IS THERE A WRITTEN STATEMENT OUTLINING THE PROPER EMERGENCY PROCEDURE WHEN AND IF 
A STUDENT IS SERIOUSLY INJURED? 
36. QYES []NO ADEQUATE ACCIDENT STATISTICS ARE KEPT AND FILED IN A CENTRAL LOCATION. 
37 . DYES []NO NO TEMPORARY WIRING USED IN SCHOOL. 
38. []YES 0No ALL SCHOOL ELECTRICAL OUTLETS ARE 3-PRONG GROUNDED TYPE. 
39. DYES []No ALL SHOP MACHINES AND POWER TOOLS ARE PROPERLY GROUNDED. 
40. []YES []NO EACH SHOP HAS MASTER CONTROL FOR ALL ELECTRIC INSTALLATIONS . 
LAB? 
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IOWA S'I'ATE UNIVERSITY 
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION March 24, 1967 
·' 
Dear Mr. 
Thank you for your school's cooperation on the first phase of the Safety 
Education study. I sincerely appreciate your willingness, as indicated 
on the returned questionnaire, to participate in the second phase of the 
study. This is to be an in depth study of Industrial Arts accidents. The 
needed information has been found on the accident report form and in-
surance report form in the schools previously visited. Information now 
needed would be: Students' age, class level, date of accident, time of 
ac·cident, tool or machine involved and subject area. One important 
factor in this study would be the students 1 I. Q. This along with all other 
information would be ~ept strictly confidential and would lose all identity 
before leaving the school by use of a code or by removing all names after 
the I. Q. is obtained. If school policy would not permit even coded I. Q., 
the remaining data still would be very useful. 
Enclosed is a post card for your convenience in the event some per~on, 
other than yours elf, would provide the accident record information. I 
could seek out this person w _ithout taking any more of your valuable time. 
If there is some day of the week or time of the _<lay that would be best, 
please indicate this on the card. 
Under the auspices of: 
Safety Education and Research Program 
Dr. Lillian C. Schwenk 
Indus trial Edu ca ti on Depa rtm en t 
Professor Lowell L. Carver 
Yours very truly, 
John A. Kuehnle 
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Mr. Kuehnle has my permission to collect data on 
Indus trial Arts accidents from the school accident 
reports or insurance reports. 
Contact 
this information. Coded I. Q. scores may be 
obtained from 
Signed 
for 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
·--·-----------·--·-------------
Figure 1. Sample post card 
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IOWA STATE UNIVERSI'l'Y 
OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION March 10, 1967 
Dear Mr. 
Due to a clerical error, your school may have been 
omitted on the first mailing of the questionnaire in 
this study. If so, it would be very helpful to the study 
if you could fill out this questionnaire and return it as 
soon as possible. 
If you were included in the first mailing and have not 
yet returned the questionnaire, it would be most help-
ful to receive your school's data. 
If our correspondence have crossed in the mail, please 
disregard this imposition on your time. 
Yours very truly, 
John A. Kuehnle 
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